
💻 Mastermind

Resources: Computer with internet access, paper, pens/colour 
pencils

All We Can works in some of the poorest communities around 
the world You can find out about these countries here: 
allwecan.org.uk/where-we-work

Choose one of the countries that All We Can work in and 
create a fact file about it. 

Questions to start you off: What languages do they speak? 
How large is the population? Which continent is it on and how 
many countries share a border with it? What are some of their 
national dishes? What is the dominant (if any) religion? 

Older children may want to create a PowerPoint presentation 
to share with the rest of the family. Could they add a quiz at the 
end to test whether their audience has been listening?

Younger children may choose to find the flag of the country 
and draw/colour it in. 

Choose from: Ethiopia, Malawi, Uganda, Zimbabwe, Cameroon, 
India, Jordan, Bangladesh and Sierra Leone. 

Make it interactive: Get some of your friends and family 
to join in and you could create a Zoom (or whichever video 
conferencing that you use to keep in touch with people) quiz 
with each round being about a different country. 

You Say Potato

For the community of Cherkos in Ethiopia, the climate crisis 
has led to a food gap. All We Can are working with our local 
partner on a fantastic potato project which is helping enable 
families to grow their own food. 

 
🍴 Keep Calm in the Kitchen 
Make Your Own Hash Browns

Makes 6-8 Hash Browns

Ingredients 
4 medium potatoes, peeled (Maris Piper or King Edwards are 
good for Hash Browns) 
1 medium onion 
1 egg, beaten 
Salt and pepper 
Vegetable oil for frying 
 
Method 
1. Grate the potatoes and onion and drain the excess 
liquid. Place the mix in a large bowl. 
2. Add the egg, a couple of pinches of salt and freshly 
ground black pepper. Mix the ingredients well. 
3. Heat oil in a frying pan and when the oil is hot (but not 
smoking), add spoonfuls of the potato mixture into the pan 
and flatten into patties about 1cm thick. Flip over once 
browned and crispy – about 2–3 minutes on each side. 
4. Serve hot.

Have you become a teacher as well as a parent? Are you facing the juggle of home 
schooling and working from home? Try these ideas from the All We Can team as we all 
adjust to a different way of life for a while. 

You will find some suggested activities for you and your children to try. Many of these 
ideas are based on projects that All We Can support in some of the world’s poorest 
communities. Find out more at allwecan.org.uk 
 
Stay in touch and tag All We Can in your photos at facebook instagram twitter @allwecanuk #HoldTogether 
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‘He is before all things, and in him 
all things hold together.’  
Colossians 1: 17

allwecan.org.uk


Blocks Who said you shouldn’t play  
 with your food?
Potato Printing

Use potatoes to create beautiful designs 
This is a great activity if you are looking at repeat 
patterns or 2D shapes. 

Materials 
Potatoes, knives, pens, paints, paper / fabric

Method
1. Cut a potato in half. Rinse and dry the potato.
2. Choose your designs (you can have one design per half
 potato). You may wish to provide a list of ideas that  
 people can choose from such as various shapes –  
 heart, star, outline of a person, faces, animals, objects  
 like vehicles, etc.
3. Draw (or trace) a design onto the flat part of  
 the potato.
4. Use a sharp knife to carefully cut away the potato  
 from the sides and around the shape. This should leave  
 a shape in the middle of the potato, that sticks up  
 above the part you removed with the knife.
5. Pour paint onto a washable surface, such as a plate.
6. Very lightly touch the stamp to the paint and then  
 carefully put the stamp onto the article you wish to  
 decorate. Press down and lift straight up, carefully.

 
✋ Family Friendly Prayers

It can be difficult to know how to pray when normal life looks very 
different. You will find two prayer activities you could do as a family. 

Rainbow Prayers

‘Whenever the rainbow appears in the clouds, I will see it  
and remember the everlasting covenant between God and  
all living creatures.’  
Genesis 9: 16  
 
You may have already seen and created a rainbow to say thank 
you to the key workers for all they are bravely doing. This idea 
builds on that. 

Resources: Paper, paint, pencils or pens

• Paint or colour in your rainbow for your window. 
• For each colour of the rainbow, write down and/or say 

aloud a prayer that you as a family have for this time. 

Red = For ourselves Orange = Key workers
Yellow = Our families Green = Our friends
Blue = The Government Indigo = The world 
Violet = Any other concerns/worries that are on your hearts 

• Display your rainbow in the window as a reminder of thanks 
but also of the prayers you have offered for this time. 

Into Your Hands

‘Into your hands I commit my spirit.’  
Psalm 31: 5a 

You may be feeling quite helpless at the moment and it is 
understandable. It is challenging to explain this to children. 
This activity encourages you to say the things you want to give 
to God that are perhaps worrying you or weighing heavily on 
your mind. 

Resources: Colour paper, scissors, pens/pencils and glue.

• Each person uses a different colour piece of paper.

• Draw around your hand and cut it out. 

• On the hand, write down the prayer you want to say. You 
may want to use each finger to pray for a different area 
e.g. People who are sick, the key workers, your family and 
friends. 

• Layer the hands with the largest at the bottom and then 
ascending in size order. 

• Stick the hands together. 

• You could add to this and create a wreath of prayer if you 
would like to.  
 

      #HoldTogether

Whatever your circumstances are that you find yourself 
in during these unprecedented times, All We Can are 
praying that you will be encouraged and reminded that in 
Christ all things hold together.  
 
allwecan.org.uk/holdtogether
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All We Can is the operating name of The Methodist Relief and Development Fund,  
a charity registered in England and Wales, number 291691
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